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Coordinationn Strategies for Multi-Agent Systems 

Inn this chapter, we elaborate on the coordination perspectives of the organizational framework, 
introducedd in Section 2.2.1 (p. 10). The operational perspective is concerned with modeling 
technicall  activities performed by Operators. The coordination perspective is concerned with 
modelingg coordination over these technical activities. In order to assist Managers in reasoning 
aboutt coordination, strategies are represented in the form of problem-solving methods. Agents 
thatt need coordination, can agree to commit to one or more coordination strategies. Underlying 
thee problem-solving methods is a coordination ontology that models the concepts and relation-
shipss describing the coordination domain. The coordination strategies are based on existing 
strategies,, which were introduced in Section 2.2.3 (p. 13). We report on a small experiment in 
whichh three coordination strategies were implemented as problem-solving methods in a multi-
agentt system. 
Thee outcome of the experiment gives us observations concerning the appropriate use of coordi-
nationn strategies. These observations are based on efficiency (the costs of communication and 
processs time) and comparison between the strategies. 

3.11 Introductio n 

Inn the organizational framework, introduced in Section 2.2.1 (p. 10), we have defined four per-
spectives:: task, operational, coordination and organizational. In this chapter, we focus on the 
coordinationn perspective, which is concerned with the control of the (technical) activities and the 
regulationn of object flows from the operational perspective. In order to elaborate on coordination, 
wee discuss a "common sense" definition for coordination: Coordination is the act of working to-
gethergether harmoniously [Malone and Crowston, 1993]. If we extend this definition to include agents, 
ann interpretation of this definition can be, that the act of working implies that agents perform ac-
tivities.tivities. Activities need input to produce objects. The activities are performed in order to achieve 
aa task, i.e. a specification of the work to be done. Together refers to the fact that there are interde-
pendenciespendencies between activities. An example of interdependency is the consumer/producer relation, 
seee Section 2.2.2 (p. 12). Harmoniously implies that relations between different activities have to 
bee managed. 

Theree are two common approaches to coordination in multi-agent systems, implicit and ex-
plicit.. In implicit coordination, agents share common models of coordination and there is no 
explicitt communication related to coordination activities. Every agent maintains internal models 
(e.g.. goals, state and strategy) of all other agents. However there are various reasons why this is 
nott feasible. One might think of all administrative activities agents need to perform in order to 
acquiree information (e.g. state and locations) about other agents. These activities could lead to 
overloadingg the network in which the agents operate. Furthermore, these activities could be more 
demandingg than the goals the agents are supposed to achieve. 
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Inn explicit coordination, there is an explicit "Manager" and "Operator" role, where Managers 
andd Operators agents explicitly communicate information related to coordination. For example, 
theree could be agents that control other agents by sending them instructions. These controlling 
agentss (i.e. Managers) make use of a coordination strategy. A coordination strategy can be seen 
ass a pattern of decision-making and communication among a set of agents that perform activities 
too coordinate task execution [Malone and Crowston, 1994]. The idea is that the controlling agents 
choosee a coordination strategy and then coordinate other agents. 

Severall  coordination strategies are available in the literature. Mintzberg has described coor-
dinationn strategies that can be found in Machine and Professional Bureaucracies and Adhocra-
ciescies [Mintzberg, 1993], see also Section 2.3. These strategies are: Direct Supervision where one 
individuall  takes all decisions for the work of odiers, Mutual Adjustment that achieves coordination 
byy a process of informal communication between agents, and Standardization of Activity, Output 
andd Skills. The problem is that these coordination strategies are described informally. Therefore, 
inn their original form, they cannot be used in multi-agents system. 

Theree are several ways to model coordination methods and strategies. For an overview of coor-
dinationn modeling approaches, we refer to [Ossowski, 1999]. In this book, several semi-formal and 
formall  approaches are described, including coordination as the basis for optimization problems, 
computationall  games and social laws. However, most of these approaches are implicit coordina-
tionn methods. Furthermore, these methods cannot be easily shared and reused by other agents. The 
reasonn for this is that most research on coordination in DAI has not taken into account that agents 
withinn a multi-agent system are inherently heterogeneous [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1998]. This 
meanss that the same engineers do not necessarily build all die agents participating in a multi-agent 
system.. Therefore, the behaviors of these agents differ and are not built for the same purpose. 

Thee focus of this work is how to model explicit coordination strategies in such a way that they 
cann be shared and used by agents. These coordination strategies are of interest to agent engineers, 
becausee they can be used to control agents within a multi-agent system. If coordination patterns 
aree stored in libraries, agent engineers can model agent behaviors according to these coordination 
patterns.. In addition, Managers can be equipped with knowledge to select a coordination strategy 
andd to reason about it. Furthermore, a group of agents could negotiate about which coordination 
strategyy to apply. 

Ass suggested in Section 2.4, there are three basic organization design steps: Task Analysis, 
Operatorr Collaboration Design and Organizational Design. Task analysis is concerned with the 
breakdownn of work into subtasks that can be defined as (technical) activities. These activities can 
bee performed by Operators. In order to let the Operators collaborate, coordination patterns can 
bee applied that steer interactions between Operators and control the flow of objects between Ope-
rators.. Finally, organizational design is concerned with the design of die organizational structure 
includingg the definition of management tasks. 

Inn Section 3.2, we discuss the representation of coordination in a reusable and sharable format. 
Threee coordination strategies are modeled and presented in Section 3.3. A possible alternative to 
designn agents according to our approach is outlined in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5 we report on 
smalll  experiments in which three coordination strategies were implemented as problem-solving 
methodss in a multi-agent system. 
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3.22 Coordination as Problem-Solving 

Onee way to represent coordination is in the form of Problem-Solving Methods (PSMs). 
Problem-solvingg methods describe the reasoning process of a knowledge based system, 
thatt can be thought of as an agent, in an implementation-and-domain independent man-
nerr [Benjamins and Fensel, 1998]. We use PSMs to characterize inference steps that need to be 
carriedd out in order to achieve coordination, and a control structure, that specifies the order of 
thesee inference steps. The operationalizations of coordination strategies are represented as PSMs, 
soo that they can be shared and reused amongst different agents (cf. [Schreiber et al., 1999]). 

Too provide semantics to the PSMs we make use of a number of ontologies. Ontologies rep-
resentt a shared and agreed upon abstraction of the domain of interest, represented in an explicit 
andd machine-readable way [Studer et al., 1998]. In open environments, agents aree able to join the 
interactionss with no prior knowledge of other agents*  internal states or of the strategies used to 
achievee coordination. By modeling coordination information in an ontology, we make this infor-
mationn explicit and sharable. One of the requirements for an agent joining the interactions is to 
committ to the shared information in the ontology. This information can be stored in a task-method 
ontology,, which can be used for exchanging method independent concepts and relations for a par-
ticularr set of tasks (goals) [Benjamins et al., 1998]. For example, a task ontology for diagnosis 
containss terms such as hypotheses, symptoms and observations. 

Wee first model the coordination as a knowledge intensive task. Next, we model a task-method 
ontology,, based on an interpretation of coordination. 

3.2.11 Coordination Task 

Inn our approach, coordination is seen as a knowledge intensive task, that we call the coordination 
tasktask (Figure 3.1). The coordination task is concerned with how agents perform joint actions. The 
ideaa is that knowledge required by agents for coordination is independent of the actual operation. 
Too make the separation between operation and coordination, we use the notion of Manager and 
Operator,Operator, as introduced in Section 2.2. The Manager is responsible for organizing agent relations, 
suchh as those described in Section 2.2.2, through a chosen coordination strategy. The Operator is 
onlyy concerned with performing the actions that are instructed by the Manager. Furthermore, we 
makee use of the notion of a Requester Agent. The Requester is an agent that delivers the task and 
inputt objects*. The results of the execution will be given to the Requester. 

taskk coordination is-a management-task; 
goal :: "manage interdependenties between the activities between operators 

inn order to satisfy system's goal"; 
roles: : 

input :: operators, system-task; 
output :: instructions; 

endd task coordination; 

Figuree 3.1 
Taskk specification for coordination in terms of goal and input and output roles. The syntax used is the CommonKADS 
Knowledge-ModelKnowledge-Model Language as defined in [Schreiber et al., 1999J. 

Ann object can contain a primitive data-entity or a collection of other objects. 
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Thee communication lines between agents, objects and agents involved are illustrated in Fig-
uree 3.2, in order to illustrate the context of coordination. This figure can be read as follows: the 
coordinationn process starts when the Requester agent sends a task to the Manager. The Manager 
translatess the task into a set of instructions by selecting sub-tasks2 from task. These instruc-
tionss define collaborations that manage interdependencies between activities. The instructions are 
representedd by a c t i v i t i e s or p r o c e d u r es that specify what agent (Manager or Operator) 
providess input-objects, what activities to perform and to what agent to the input-objects should be 
distributed. . 

Figuree 3.2 
Contextt of Coordination in a pseudo collaboration diagram. Ellipses represent agents and the rectangles represent con-
cepts.. The arrowed lines represent communication lines. The Requester is an agent that sends a task to the Manager. 
Thee Manager will decompose the task and selects a coordination strategy to instruct available Operators. The 
Operatorss receive input objects from the Requester. The Operators exchange objects amongst each other. The 
Operatorss report to the Manager, which repons to the Requester. 

Instructionss wil l first be delegated to the Operators. Secondly, the Operators start the execution 
byy asking input from the Requester. Then, the Operators perform the activities, instructed by the 
Manager.. After execution, one of the Operators reports to the Manager. Finally, the Manager 
reportss the results to the Requester. 

Severall  methods (i.e. coordination strategies in the form of PSMs) can be applied to execute 
thee coordination task. Before modeling these PSMs, we discuss a task-method ontology that 
providess semantics to the concepts and relations used in the task specification. 

3.2.22 Task-Method Ontology 

Inn order to provide semantics to the coordination task, a task-method ontology has been con-
structed.. A graphical model of parts of the ontology is shown in Figure 3.3. The ontology de-
scribedd here is semi-formal and is intended as a first version that has to be extended and formalized. 

2Heree we use sub-task to denote a piece of work that an Operator can perform, i.e. a primitive task. Primitive Task 
iss defined in Section 2.2.1 (p.10). 
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Figuree 3.3 
Domainn Schema showing parts of the task-method ontology which represents the conceptualizations of our interpre-
tationn of the coordination task. The graphical notation used, is defined in [Schreiber et al., 1999]. The three central 
conceptss in the coordination task-method ontology are task, operator and instruction. Activities need input-object 
too produce output-objects. Operators sends reports containing results (i.e. output objects) of performed activities. 
Theree are two parts of instruction: activity, which is a request for performing directly a technical activity including 
input-objects,, and procedure, which is a specification of an activity in combination with collaborations. 

Thee three central concepts in the coordination task-method ontology are task, operator  and 
instruction.. The task represents the overall task of the system that has to be coordinated. Here, 
wee semi-formally describe the task as a sequence of activities that have to be performed by a set 
off  Operators. In Chapter 5, we elaborate on the specification of tasks and how they can be put 
together. . 

Activitiess need input-object to produce output-objects. The concept Operator  represents the 
sett of available Operators. It describes the physical address of the Operator (e.g. agent @ some 
machine),, the services it can perform (e.g. get information from Google) and the history of the 
agentt (e.g. this agent has just performed an activity and has successfully given an answer back). 
Thee set of services is called the Operator's competence. Operators will send reports containing 
resultss (i.e. output objects) of performed activities. 

Instructionss can be assigned by the Manager to an Operator. An instruction tells an agent what 
too do. In our ontology we have specified two parts of Instruction, i.e. activity and procedure. An 
activityactivity is a request for performing directly a technical activity on input-objects. The results of an 
activity,, i.e. output-objects, will be reported to the agent that requested the activity. For example, 
iff  the Manager sends an instruction to Operator A, Operator A will perform directly the activity 
specifiedd in the instruction and report back to the Manager. 

AA  procedure is a specification of an activity in combination with collaborations. A collabora-
tionss tells the agent from whom to get the input for its activity and to whom distribute its output 
to.. For example, agent B is instructed to get a list of URLs (as input) from agent A before it has to 
performm activity 2. Procedures can be used to first configure the behavior of an agent, before the 
actuall  execution of a system. 

Usingg the above described concepts, we can describe the "common sense" definition for co-
ordination,, i.e. the act of working together harmoniously (cf. [Malone and Crowston, 1993]) as 
follows.. The act of working can be seen as Operators perform activities. The activities are 
performedd in order to achieve a task. Together refers to the fact that there are interdependencies 
betweenn activities. These interdependencies are the flow of input-objects and output-objects 
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betweenn Operators. The Operators receive instructions so that the Operators can work harmo-
niously. . 

Thee above-described ontology can form the basis of the knowledge base of agents. The knowl-
edgee base of an Operator should be able to answer questions like: "What activities should I per-
form?""  and "To whom do I have to report the outcome of activities?". Questions the knowledge 
basee of the Manager should answer include:"How did I divide the overall task into activities?" and 
"Too what Operators did I delegate activities?". 

3.33 Coordination Strategy Methods 

Inn this section we model three coordination strategies as PSMs, in order to show the variety of 
possiblee coordination methods. The strategies we selected from Mintzberg are coordination by 
DirectDirect Supervision, Standardization of Work and Mutual Adjustment [Mintzberg, 1993]. We omit 
thee strategies Standardization of Skills and Standardization of Output, because they can be seen as 
variationss on Standardization of Work. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, these coordination strategies 
cann be used to coordinate agent organizations. The strategy Coordination by Direct Supervision 
achievess coordination by having one individual directly controlling others. In Standardization of 
Work,Work, control is delegated to others. Mutual Adjustment achieves coordination by a process of 
informall  communication between agents. The strategies are illustrated in Figure 3.4. These strate-
giess are selected, because they fit within the three organizational structure models from Mintzberg, 
ass described in Section 2.3. 

(a)) Direct Supervision, show- (b) Standardization of Work, show- (c) Mutual Adjustment 
ingg control in the hands of a ing the delegation of control to Ope- showing control in the 
Manager.. rators. hands of agents. 

Figuree 3.4 
Threee Coordination mechanisms. The circles represent roles of agents. The letter M stands for Manager and O for 
Operator.. Authority structures are represented by the black lines that connect positions. The arrowed curved black lines 
representt message flows. In Fig. 3.4(c) there are no Manager and Operator roles, the R stands for requesting agent and 
thee A stands for agent. 

Wee discuss possible interpretations of these coordination strategies in the form of Manager and 
Operatorr PSMs and sequence diagrams. A Manager PSM defines the coordination behavior of an 
agentt with the Manager role. An Operator PSM defines the coordination behavior of an agent with 
thee Operator role. These PSMs are semi-formally specified by roles, inferences, functions and a 
descriptionn of the internal control. The Manager PSMs are methods based on the task described in 
Figuree 3.1. The sequence diagrams show the sequence of interactions between the agents involved. 
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Too illustrate the working of the PSMs by examples, we make use of a toy system. The task 
off  this system is "classify resources on the Web into genres given queries". The objects involved 
aree query, i.e. a representation of a search question, resource, i.e. a digital document or image 
andd genre, i.e. a representation of a group of documents that share the same characteristics, e.g. 
scientificc article, thesis or presentation. The environment is qualified as dynamic, since the Web 
constantlyy changes. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, the task is broken down into three technical 
activitiess and four objects. The activity SEARCH takes the object query as input and will produce 
thee object candidate. A query can be a Boolean formula containing keywords. 

Forr example, g lucose AND d e p r i v a t i on can be used to search for material related 
too a pathological decrease of blood flow to the brain3. The candidates will be obtained con-
sultingg a search engine and are in the form of links (URLs) to resources. For example, 
w w w . b r a i n r e s e a r c h . e d u / i n t r o d u c t i o n . p d f.. The activity OBTAIN takes the ob-
jectt candidate as input from SEARCH and produces resource. Resources are obtained follow-
ingg the URLs from candidates and downloading to a local repository. An example of a re-
sourcee is a document expressed in PDF. The activity CLASSIFY takes the object resource as 
inputt from the activity OBTAIN and produces the object genre. Genres are determined by 
matchingg features from the resources found on the Web to features of the genre classes. The 
matchh criteria and attributes to match are retrieved from a classification knowledge base. For 
example,, i f r e s o u r ce c o n t a i ns { a b s t r a c t, i n t r o d u c t i o n, c o n c l u s i o n s, 
r e f e r e n c e s}}  then g e n r e - c l a s s = s c i e n t i f i c ^ r t i c l e. 

Thee dependencies between the three activities are consumer-producer relation, which means 
thatt there is an obvious sequential relation between the different activities. 

query y 

genre e 

candidate e 

obtain n 

Figuree 3.5 
Examplee of a process for resource classification on the Web, showing three ellipses as technical activities (SEARCH, 
OBTAINN and CLASSIFY) and four squared boxes as objects (query, candidate, resource and genre). The arrowed 
liness show the sequence of execution. 

Inn the system, four agents are involved, i.e. Manager, Searcher, Obtainer and Classifier. Man-
agerr plays the role of Manager agent and performs the coordination task. Searcher is able to 
performm the activity SEARCH, Obtainer is able to perform the activity OBTAIN and the CLAS-
SIFYY is performed by Classifier. 

3.3.11 Coordination by Direct Supervision 

Thee first strategy, Coordination by Direct Supervision, is based on the idea that there is one super-
visorvisor that will direct all the other Operators involved. [Mintzberg, 1993, p. 4] has defined Direct 
Supervisionn as: 

'See,, www.wnc.lu.se/bkexpbr.html. 

http://www.brainresearch.edu/introduction.pdf
http://www.wnc.lu.se/bkexpbr.html
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Directt Supervision achieves coordination by having one person take responsibility for 
thee work of others, issues instructions to them and monitoring their actions. In effect, 
onee brains coordinates several hands (...) 

Whenn we apply this strategy to agents, we can interpret it as follows. There is one dominant 
agentt with all coordination knowledge, i.e. the Manager, which is in fact the brain. The Operators, 
i.e.. the several more or less brainless hands, will be controlled by the Manager. The Manager 
regulatess the process and keeps track of the state of the solution. 

3.3.1.11 Manager  PSM Specification 

Thee strategy chosen in the PSM for Direct Supervision is having the Manager control the Operators 
inn every job. The Manager will instruct the Operators using activities. The Operators respond with 
reportss that contain the result of the performed activities, i.e. the output role if successfully. If not 
successful,, the Operators will send a report with an error message. 

Thee specification of the method is shown in Figure 3.6. The current-object role is initially 
filledd by an input-object delivered by the Requester. The value of the current-object is used to 
specifyy the input-role for the activity to be performed next. The value of the current-object is 
updatedd using the value of the output-object of a report. 

Thiss process is designed as a while loop that selects sub-tasks from the task. An activity is 
specifiedd based on the select sub-task and the current-object, which represents the input-object for 
thiss activity. Given the available Operators, an Operator is selected and assigned to the activity. 

Thee Operator receives a message containing the activity description and an input-object. When 
thee Operator has successfully performed its activity, it sends a report containing an output-object. 
Thee Manager updates the current-object with the output-object from the report sent by the Opera-
tors. . 

Thee corresponding inference structure for this strategy is shown in Figure 3.7. Four inferences 
andd a transfer function are used in this method: 

Selectt  sub-task The first step in the inference selects a sub-task to perform next from the spec-
ificationn of the task. In the example, the sequence of selected sub-tasks is search, obtain and 
classify. . 

Specifyy activity The next step in the sequence specifies an activity based on the selected sub-
taskk and the current-object. The current-object is either the initial input-object (e.g. query) or an 
intermediatee object received from a report (e.g. candidate). The idea is that when Operators have 
performedd their activity, they report to the Manager. The function update, updates the current-role. 

Selectt  Operator  An Operator will be selected to carry out the activity from the set of available 
Operators.. Several methods exist to select an Operator. A possible method is to make a selection 
utilizingg the required competence specified in the activity. If more than one Operators are avail-
able,, other selection methods can be applied, such as ranking on availability, costs, trustworthiness 
orr location. 

Assignn instructions The last step is coupling the specified activity to the selected Operator. The 
instructionss are sent in a message to the selected Operator. 
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psmm direct-supervision; 
can-realize::  coordination; 
decomposition: : 

inferences:: specify, assign, select; 
functions:: update; 

roles: : 
input :: operators, task, input-object, report; 
intermediatee : sub-task, activity, current-object; 
output:: instruction, output-object; 

control-structure: : 
current-objectt := input-object; 
whilee has-solution select(system-task -  sub-task) do 

specify(current-objectt + sub-task -t activity); 
select{activityy -» operator); 
assign{activityy + operator -  instruction); 
iff  (report.status==success) update(report ->- current-object); 
elsee if has-solution select(activity -  operator) do 

assign(activityy + operator -> instruction); 
elsee break; 
end-if f 

end-if f 
endd while 

endd psm direct-supervision; 

Figuree 3.6 
Methodd specification for Direct Supervision in terms or roles, inferences, functions and a control structure. The 
syntaxx used is the CommonKADS Knowledge-Model Language as defined in [Schreiber et al., 1999]. We added the 
functionn break as exit point of the while loop. 

Updatee Current-object When the Manager sends instructions to the Operators, the Operators 
reportt (directly) back to the Manager. A report contains the output-objects generated by the re-
portingg Operator. The function update, updates the current-object. The current-objects are used as 
input-objectt in the next activity assignment. 

33.1.22 Operator  PSM Specification 

Wee briefly sketch the expected behavior of the Operator for this strategy. The function perform 
activityactivity which are fed by the instructions (i.e. the activity description and input-objects) received 
fromm the Manager. The result of this function is a report, which is the result of a performed 
activityy including output-objects. The results are to be sent to the Manager. 

33.133 Sequence Diagram 

Ann agent sequence diagram (according to AUML introduced by [Odell et al., 2000]) can graph-
icallyy show a sequence of messages between agents. The expected sequence of messages to be 
sentt in the Direct Supervision strategy is given in Figure 3.8. For now, we describe the content of 
aa message informally. In Section 6.4, we discuss a method to fill  the content of messages using 
messagee content ontologies. 

Thee sequence diagram shows a centralized model, where the relations between the Manager 
andd the Operators can be seen as Master-Slave, or Client-Server. This strategy is suitable when 
mostt of the agents are not capable of reasoning or cannot hold states. Furthermore, agent engineers 
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thethe overall task of the system, 
e.g.e.g. classify web resources 

thethe work that has to be performed, 
e.g.e.g. obtain 

resultresult of a performed activity 
e.g.e.g. report.output=candidate 

objectobject that represent the input 
ofof the selected activity, 

e.g.e.g. current. object=candidate 

current-object t specify y 

setset of available operators, 
?.g.?.g. searcher, obtainer and classifier 

activity y 
specificationspecification of a technical 

activity,activity, including input object, 
e.g.e.g. activity.input=candidate 

operator r 

selectedselected operator on basis of activity description 
e.g.e.g. obtainer 

couplingcoupling of activity to operator 
e.g.e.g. instruction.operator=obtainer 

Figuree 3.7 

Inferencee structure (using the notation defined in [Schreiber et al., 1999]) of the Manager PSM for Direct Supervision. 

Boxess represent roles, ellipsis represent inferences and rounded boxes represent functions. Pointed arrows represent 

thee control flow. 

cann select this strategy, when they can have access to agents, but cannot influence the behavior of 
thesee agents. The Operators will not "know" that they form part of a specific multi-agent system. 

3.3.1.44 Application 

Thee coordination strategy "Direct Supervision" differs from classic functional decomposition, be-
causee in classic functional decomposition all control is in the hands of one control component. 
Thee agents in an agent system that apply "Direct Supervision", have independent behaviors. This 
meanss that the instructed Operators, still decide individually how to internally process the instruc-
tions. . 

Al ll  coordination knowledge is centered in one agent, i.e. the Manager. This can be attractive 
fromm a maintenance point of view, because the Manager is also the single point of failure. This 
meanss that if the Manager fails, the complete system will fail. If noticed, only the Manager needs 
too be restarted, replaced or modified. Moreover, if an Operator fails, the Managers resolves this by 
findingfinding another Operator. The advantages and disadvantages of "Direct Supervision" are discussed 
inn Table 3.5 (p.61). 

Whenn applying "Direct Supervision", one must assure that the Operators and Managers are 
ablee to interoperate with each other. This means that they use the same means to communicate 
andd know how to process the content of messages (this is discussed in detail in Section 5.5.2.3). If 
multii  tasks are to be executed at the same time (i.e. in parallel), the Manager and Operators need 
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Figuree 3.8 
Sequencee diagram showing collaboration patterns between the Manager and the three Operators using Direct Supervi-
sionn as coordination mechanism. 

too keep track of multi tasks. This can be handled by annotating the exchanged messages, by an 
identifier,, which refers to the identity of a task. 

Inn case of a failing Operator, the Manager can use a time-out mechanism4 to detect failures 
andd respond accordingly by instructing a replace Operator or let's the complete process fail. 

AA Java implementation of Direct Supervision is given in Figure 5.13 (p. 107). 

3.3.22 Coordination by Standardization of Work 

Thee coordination strategy, Standardizing of Work decentralizes the control over the workers in-
volved.. Standardization of Work has been defined by [Mintzberg, 1993, p.5] as: 

Coordinationn is achieved on the drawing board, so to speak, before work is under-
taken.. (...) Work process are standardized when the contents of the work are speci-
fiedfied or programmed. (...) For example "Take the two-inch round-head Philips screw 
andd insert into hole BX, attaching this to part XB with the lock washer and hexagonal 
nut,, at the same time holding (...) 

Onee interpretation of this strategy is to have a Manager that instructs Operators with proce-
duress (i.e. work specification) before the actual operation. A procedure specifies how Operators 
shouldd perform their work, such as how to acquire the input-objects, what to do with them, and to 
whomm to distribute them. 

Thee management of interdependencies, such as producer/consumer, consumer/producer and 
commonn limited object, will be delegated to the Operators. The main role of the Manager is 
too specify the work before the actual operation. From there on, the Operators are capable of 
coordinatingg themselves. The Operators store in their memories the procedures they have received. 
Usingg these procedures, they know how to act, when receiving an object from another agent. 

4Thee Manager waits for a certain period of time on an answer of an Operator. If the Operators does not respond 
withinn this time, the Manager assumes that the Operators has failed. 
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3.3.2.11 Manager  PSM Specification 

Inn contrast to Direct Supervision, this method does not take into account the flow of objects. The 
ideaa is that control over the flow of objects is delegated to the Operators. Therefore the overall 
strategyy has two phases: instruction and actual execution. In the instruction phase, the Manager 
playss the dominant role by configuring the Operators involved. In the next phase, the Manager 
onlyy starts the execution. The execution itself is controlled by the Operators in a decentralized 
model. . 

Thee method specified here only defines the role of the Manager in the instruction phase, see 
Figuree 3.9. The while loop selects activities from the task. The next step is to determine the 
interdependenciess of this activity with other activities. These interdependencies include con-
sumer/producerr and shared resources. Given the selected task and interdependencies, a procedure 
cann be specified. The procedure contains a description of what activity to perform and how the 
floww of objects is regulated for this activity. The final step is the assignment of the procedure to an 
Operator. . 

psmm standardization-of-work; 
can-realize:: coordination; 
decomposition: : 

inferencess : select, abstract, specify, assign; 
roles: : 

input :: operators, system-task; 
intermediate:: sub-task, procedure; 
output:: instruction; 

control-structure: : 
whilee has-solution select(system-task -• sub-task) do 

abstract(sub-taskk -> interdependency); 
specify(interdependencyy + activity -• procedure); 
select(proceduree + operators ->• operator); 
assign(proceduree + operator -• instruction); 

endd while 
psmm standardization-of-work; 

Figuree 3.9 
Methodd specification for Standardization of Work. The syntax used is the CommonKADS Knowledge-Model Lan-
guage. guage. 

Thee corresponding inference structure of the strategy is shown in Figure 3.10. The inferences 
involvedd are: 

Selectt  activity The first step in the inference is to select the activity to perform next from the 
specificationn of the system task. 

Abstractt  interdependencies The next step is to determine the relationships between the selected 
activityy with other activities. In the example the activity CLASSIFY needs as input the output 
fromm the activity OBTAIN. The idea is that the Manager delegates the control over interdependen
ciescies to the Operators involved. Therefore, the Manager first has to find out what interdependencies 
exist. . 

Specifyy procedure A procedure is generated with die selected activity and the associated inter
dependenciess as input. For example, the procedure for the activity CLASSIFY contains infor-
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mationn on the source input (i.e. another Operator) and output directions. The source input is in 
thee form of a consumedrom relation. In this case the consumed:rom relation points to the 
Obtainer.. The output directions are in the form of the d i s t r i b u t e - to relation, which in this 
casee refers to the Requester. 

Selectt  Operator  An Operator is selected from the set of available Operators, to carry out the 
activity.. In this method the Manager selects an Operator out of the available Operators, based 
onn the required competence for an activity. Within this strategy, the "pigeonholing" strategy 
(cf.. [Mintzberg, 1993], and Section 2.3.2 (p. 16)) can be applied. The idea is that Operators are 
categorized,, based on their competences, and that cases (i.e. activities) can be categorized into 
predeterminedd situations. Given a procedure, one or more Operators are selected. 

Assignn instructions The last step in the inference structure is where the procedures are assigned 
too Operators. 

thethe overall task of the system, 
e.g.e.g. classify web resources 

setset of available operators, 
e.g.e.g. searcher, obtainer and classifier 

task k 

„ 1 1 thethe work that has 
toto be performed, 

e.g.e.g. classify 
sub-task k 

sub-tasksub-task combined with collaboration, 
e.g.e.g. consume_trom=obtainer, 

perform=classify,perform=classify, distribute_to=manager 

procedure e 

relationsrelations between sub-tasks, 
i.g.i.g. classify.input = obtain.output 

selectedselected operator 
e.g.e.g. operator=classifier 

couplingcoupling of procedure to operator 
e.g.e.g. instruction.operator=classifier 

Figuree 3.10 

Inferencee structure (using the notation denned in [Schreiber et al., 1999]) of the Manager PSM for Standardization of 

Work. . 

3.3.2.22 Operator  PSM Specification 

Thee expected behavior of an Operator in this strategy is more complex then in the Direct Supervi-
sionn strategy. Besides the perform activity, that transforms the input-object into an output-object, 
theree are two additional inferences, process instructions and produce output. The inference 
processs instructions is activated when the Operator receives an instruction from the Manager. 
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Thee procedure within the instruction is stored in the memory (i.e. state) of the Operator and is 
consultedd when the Operator receives an input-object. The inference produce output determines 
too which Operator the output-object is to be distributed. 

3.3.2.33 Sequence Diagram 

Inn Figure 3.11 the expected sequence of messages is given. The collaboration pattern shows the 
twoo phases of the strategy: the instruction phase and the actual execution. The two phases are 
representedd by the UML packages instruction and execution, which are drawn as annotated boxes. 

Ass shown, the Manager plays the dominant role of central planner in the instruction package 
byy configuring the Operators involved. In the execution package, the Manager only starts the 
execution.. The execution itself is controlled by the Operators in a decentralized model. 

manager r 

T T 

searcher r 

1 1 

obtainer r classifier r 

instruct("activity=search h 
II consume_from=manager1 

distribute_to=requester"; ; 

I I I I 

& & 

II instruct("activity=obtain, I 
consume_from=searcher,, . instruct("activity=classify 
distributejctedassifier")) consume Jrom=obtainer 

^ c bb distribute_to=requester^ 
^ ^ 

requester r 

TL L 
J3

* & & 0 0 
Figuree 3.11 
Sequencee diagram showing collaboration patterns between the Manager, the three Operators and the Requester using 
Standardizationn of Work. In the instruction phase the Manager instructs the three operators. In the instruction phase 
thee Requester interacts with the Operators. Furthermore, the Operators know how to accomplish the task. 

3.3.2.44 Application 

Thee strategy "Standardization of Work" requires that the Operators should be equipped with a 
memory,, such as a database, where a configuration can be stored. It means that Operators should 
bee able to "remember" their role in the multi-agent system. Furthermore, they should be able to 
interprett the procedures sent by the Manager. 

Thee strategy is useful in situations where the multi-agent system has to perform a task multiple 
times,, i.e. the task is of a repetitive nature. If the system's task only has to be performed once, the 
instructionn phase can form a communication overload. As will be shown in the mini experiments 
(seee Section 3.5), the breakpoint of overload is at two executions of the task. The advantages and 
disadvantagess of "Standardization of Work" are discussed in Table 3.5 (p.61). 

Thee role of the Manager is crucial in the instruction phase. When the strategy is in the execu-
tionn phase, the role of the Manager is limited, which is an advantage in the overall performance 
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off  the system. The reason for this is that there is no redundant communication in the operation, in 
contrastt with Direct Supervision. 

Ann extension of this strategy can be that Operators are able to search for alternative Operators. 
Thiss can be applied when an Operator itself is unable to follow the instructed procedure. For 
example,, the Obtainer cannot process the object received from the Searcher, because it is in a 
formatt the Obtainer cannot read. To solve the problem, the Obtainer tries to find another agent 
thatt is able to process the object, e.g. Obtainer2, 

Anotherr situation is where an Operator cannot find the Operator to whom it is supposed to 
distributee its output. For example, Obtainer cannot locate Classifier, because the connection to 
Classifierr is broken. Therefore, Obtainer will search another Classifier. 

AA Java implementation of Standardization of Work is given in Figure 5.11 (p. 105). 

3.3.33 Mutual Adjustment 

Severall  articles are predicting agents that can freely travel on the Web and collaborate with any 
agentt they encounter. For example, Hendler predicts that Web agents will be able to help users 
too find anything and regulate their needs on the Web [Hendler, 2001]. In order to do so agents 
shouldd be able to interoperate with agents they never encountered before. In cases where agents 
aree not equipped with the knowledge about how to deal with available coordination strategies 
(suchh as Direct Supervision or Standardization of Work) Mutual Adjustment can be applied as a 
coordinationn strategy. According to [Mintzberg, 1993, p.4]: 

Mutuall  Adjustment achieves the coordination of work by the simple process of infor-
mall  communication. Under Mutual Adjustment,, control of the work rests in the hands 
off  the doers. (...) Because it is such a simple coordination strategy, it is naturally 
usedd in the very simplest of organizations (...). Paradoxically, it is also used in the 
mostt complicated ones (...) 

Theree are several ways to interpret Mintzberg definition of Mutual Adjustment. Our interpre-
tationn is that in Mutual Adjustment there are no Manager and Operator roles involved. There are 
agents,, which are aware of their own competences. A Requester will start "conversations" with 
alll  present agents. 

Onee of the simplest ways to apply Mutual Adjustment is to have agents only to communicate 
objectss to all known agents. This communication can be seen as a (network) broadcast, which can 
bee envisioned as: "Hello All , I have object X, who can do something with it?". If an agent can do 
so,, i.e. transform the received object into another object, this agent communicates the new object 
too all other agents. 

Alternativee method is to communicate both the object and the task. In order to limit the number 
off  interactions, the agent could remember agents it was able to collaborate with. This can be seen 
ass a list of preferred peers. 

3.33.11 PSM specification 

Thee specification of the method is given in Figure 3.12. When an agent (i.e. the Requester) has 
too carry out a task, it distributes the input-object to all available agents. When the input-object is 
received,, the agents match the object to their competences and check whether they are capable 
off  performing an activity with this object. If they do so, they define an internal activity, perform 
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psmm mutual-adjustment; 
can-realize:: coordination; 
decompositionn : 

inferences:: match; 
functions:: perform-activity; 

roles: : 
input :: input-object; 
intermediate:: activity; 
output:: output-object; 

control-structure: : 
iff  has-solution match(input-object + competence -> activity); 

perform-activity(activityy + input-object) -» object-object); 
endd  i f 

endd psm mutual-adjustment; 

Figuree 3.12 
Methodd specification for Mutual Adjustment. The syntax used is the CommonKADS Knowledge-Model Language. 

thee internal activity and distribute the output-object to all other agents. From there on, the process 
repeats,, until the Requester has received the output role it needs. 

Thee corresponding inference structure of the strategy is shown in Figure 3.13 showing one 
inference:: match competence, and one function perform activity. 

Matchh competence This function is called every time an object is received from a broadcast. 
Inn this case the object is matched to the available services of the agent. When there is a solution 
ann internal activity is generated that specifies an activity that can be performed using the received 
object. . 

Performm activity When the Match inference has found a match and has defined an internal 
activity,, this function actually performs the activity. The output-object will be distributed (i.e. 
broadcasted)) to all known agents. 

availableavailable Input, 
e.g.e.g. query 

input-object t 

' ' r r 

match h 

i i , , 

competence e 

sp sp 
I I 

a a 

performm activity 

i i I I 

activity y 

deificationdeification of activ 
ncludingncluding input, e.g 
ctivity.ctivity. name=searc 

ty, ty, 

. . 
h h 

producedproduced output, 

output-object t 

availableavailable services, 
e.g.e.g. competence.service = {search) 

Figuree 3.13 
Inferencee structure (using the notation defined in [Schreiber et al., 1999]) for Mutual Adjustment. 
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3.3.3.22 Sequence Diagram 

Ass shown in Figure 3.14 the interactions between the agents look like a broadcasting model. 
Althoughh it looks like an overhead of exchanged messages, this strategy can be suitable when there 
iss no control knowledge present. However it does not guarantee that the Requester will receive a 
solutionn to its problem. Furthermore, in this example, for every broadcast, exactly one agent can 
performm an activity given the broadcasted object. In other cases several agents could respond to a 
broadcastt or no agent could respond. The main problem is mat the state of the problem-solving 
iss distributed so that no agent has control over it. This could lead to complete chaos or emergent 
behavior.behavior. Chaos can emerge when agents are continuously broadcasting problems and no single 
agentt can solve it. Emergent Behavior could appear when agents that did not know of each other, 
wouldd find each other and help each other in solving problems. Suppose multiple Operators start 
workingg on the same problem, several perspectives (or solutions) could emerge. 

requester r 

1 1 
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0* * 

query y 

"candidate" " 

"genre" " 

searcher r 

^r r 
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query y 
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obtainer r 

1 1 
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"candidate" " 

c¥3<--
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genre e genre e 

classifier r 
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Figuree 3.14 
Sequencee diagram showing collaboration patterns between the involved agents using Mutual Adjustment. 

3.3.3.33 Application 

Thee strategy "Mutual Adjustment" can be applied when the structure of a problem is unknown, 
unavailablee or unreadable (i.e. the problem is expressed in an unknown format to the agent). It 
cann also be applied when the agents are heterogeneous and cannot agree to use one of the other 
twoo strategies. For example, there is no Manager available, or the Operators do not want to be 
controlledd by another agent. 

Ass with "Direct Supervision" and "Mutual Adjustment", the agents need a common means to 
communicatee with each other, such as message-based communication. Furthermore, to keep track 
off  tasks, messages need to be equipped with identifiers to refer to task's identifications. 

Thee advantage is that there is no central coordinator (Manager) and in an ideal case, the agents 
aree capable of solving problems themselves. In other cases, where agents are not capable of 
solvingg problems broadcasted by other agents, this strategy cannot guarantee that the system is 
capablee of executing every task. The advantages and disadvantages of "Mutual Adjustment" are 
discussedd in Table 3.5. 
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3.44 Implicatio n for  External Agent Design 

Thiss section discusses how the PSMs can be integrated into the behavior of an agent. The behavior 
off  an agent can be described using various techniques, such as activity diagrams, use case and state 
diagramss [Odell et al., 2000]. In this case, we will use state diagrams to describe the behavior of 
ann Operator and of a Manager. The idea is that agent engineers can use these state diagram 
ass a design pattern. In Section 5.5.2.1 (p. 103), we discuss the application of the two behaviors 
describedd below. 

3.4.11 Operator  Agent Behavior 

Thee behavior of an Operator consists of a composition of three life cycles: the platform life cycle, 
thee instruction life cycle and the execution life cycle. A life cycle is a collection of states an agent 
cann hold and transactions that allow traverse between states. This relation is of a cyclic nature, 
i.e.. the states form a circle that can be traversed multiple times. The state diagram is illustrated in 
Figuree 3.15. 

Figuree 3.15 
Statee diagram showing states (rounded boxes) and transitions (arrowed lines) of the three life cycles of the Operator's 
behavior. . 

Thee platform life cycle starts when an agent joins a multi-agent system. In order to do so, 
thee agent has to register itself, in a pro-active manner, at an agent platform (cf. [FIPA, 2002c]). 
Thiss registration is done at the AMS (the Agent Manager Service), which holds a register of the 
physicall  addresses (i.e. URLs) of agents. This can be seen as a white page service. For example, 
thee Operator googlewrapper will register itself as googlewrapper@gaper.swi.psy.uva.nl. 

Next,, in order to be found by other agents, an agent has to register its services at the DF 
(Directoryy Facilitator). The DF, in fact a yellow page service, holds a directory of services of 
agents.. A service can be "this agent can interact with the search engine Google. On the basis of 
aa boolean query, a list of URLs and descriptions will be returned". In Section 5.2 we discuss an 
elaboratee approach to describe and apply agent competences. The platform life cycle ends when 
ann agent changes or wants to leave the multi-agent system. For that, it has to modify or de-register 
itss services. The registration, modification and de-registration at the AMS and DF are described 
inn the FIPA agent life cycle [FIPA, 2002c]. 

Thee state transitions, i.e. r e g i s t e r, modify and d e r e g i s t e r, are part of a pro-active 
behavior.. This means that the Operator has to take initiative to make itself known at the agent 
platform. . 

mailto:googlewrapper@gaper.swi.psy.uva.nl
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Thee instruction life cycle starts when the Operator receives instructions from the Manager 
agent.. The Operator will move to the c o n f i g u r a t i on n e g o t i a t i on state. From this state, 
thee Operator will try to configure its operational behavior. If successful, the Operator will be part 
off  a (larger) application and will wait until it can enter the operation life cycle. If the configuration 
fails,, the negotiation will be aborted and the Operator will leave the instruction life cycle. Other-
wise,, the Manager will to report the Operator that the application execution is finished. In this case 
thee Operator will reset the configuration of its operational behavior and leave the configuration life 
cycle. . 

Thee execution life cycle starts when the operational behavior is successfully configured. From 
there,, the Operators wait to consume input. The Operator can consume input, from the opera-
tiontion state in case of "Direct Supervision" and "Standardization of Work" strategy. In case of the 
"Mutuall  Adjustment" strategy, the Operator can process input from the known at platform state. 

Ann Operator can consume input both re-active as pro-active, see also Section 2.2.1. These 
twoo modes depend on the instructions from the Manager and the applied coordination strategy. In 
"Mutuall  Adjustment" and "Direct Supervision", the mode will be re-active. In "Standardization 
off  Work" the mode depends on the Manager's instructions. 

Givenn the acquired input, the Operator performs the instructed activity. The result of the 
activity,, i.e. output-object, will be distributed according to the instructions of the Manager. After 
outputt distribution, the Operator will go back to the o p e r a t i on state. 

3.4.22 Manager  Agent Behavior 

Inn "Direct Supervision", the Manager is involved in the configuration and execution phase. The 
Managerr is only involved in the configuration phase when applying "Standardization of Work". In 
"Mutuall  Adjustment", the Manager plays no role in the two phases, however the Manager could 
facilitatee negotiations between the requester and the Operators. 

Thee behavior of the Manager consists of a composition of three life cycles, i.e. platform life 
cycle,cycle, configuration life cycle and execution life cycle. The platform life cycle is the same as the 
platformm life cycle of the Manager, see Figure 3.16. 

platformm life cyte / \ execution life cycle / 

Figuree 3.16 
Statee diagram showing states (rounded boxes) and transitions (arrowed lines) of the three lif e cycles of the Manager's 
behavior. . 

Thee configuration life cycle starts when the Manager receives a task from the requester. The 
Managerr will recruit Operators by consulting the agent platform's AMS and DF to search for 
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relevantt Operators. When a set of candidate Operators is found, the Manager will start negotiations 
withh them. In case of success, the Manager will enter the execution life cycle. 

Dependingg on the chosen coordination strategy, the behavior of the Manager is pro-active or 
re-active.. When applying "Direct Supervision", the Manager will be actively involved in send-
ingg Operators instructions related to activity and the related input-role. In "standardization', the 
Managerr can choose to play a role in execution. For example, the Manager can take care of the 
communicationn with the Requester. 

3.55 Min i experiments 

Inn this section we discuss results that are drawn from three mini experiments. For every described 
coordinationn method we implemented a prototype. 

Thee experiments aimed to analyze alternative coordination structures applied to the web re-
sourcee classification system as described in Section 3.3. The analysis is built up out of two parts: 
ann efficiency analysis and a comparison between the three strategies. The qualitative analysis 
reportss on the dynamics of the system. The quantitative analysis discusses the number of mes-
sagess sent and the execution time. The aim of the quantitative analysis is to find out if there is a 
communicationn overhead and what influence this overhead will have on the system's performance. 

Thee agents involved in the experiment are the ones that have been introduced in Section 3.3, 
i.e.. Manager, Searcher, Obtainer and Classifier. We are interested in the performance of the three 
coordinationn strategies, not in the performance of the agents' competences. Another reason to 
disregardd the use of web services, such as Google is that a lot of popular services only allow a 
limitedd number of request within a period of time. This means that after a number of requests, 
thee service would deny a service request and therefore the experiment would fail. Therefore, we 
replacedd the competences of the agents with stubs. Stubbing is a standard technique in software 
engineeringg in which only the external behavior of a process is built, to test this behavior in relation 
too other processes [Sommerville, 1995]. In this case, we simulated the behavior of a process by 
thee expected time needed to perform the process. The implementations of the agents' competences 
aree discussed in Table 3.1. 

NameName Activities Implementation 

Managerr Agent 

Searcher r 

Obtainer r 

Classifier r 

instruct(SystemTask,, Operators) 
—•• instructions 
search(query)) —>  item 

obtain(item)) —t resource 

classify(resource)) -t genre 

Managerr agent makes use of a coordination strategy. 

Searcherr makes use of external search services 
suchh as Google. 
Obtainerr make uses of standard Internet techniques, 
too download resources, i.e. HTTP protocol. 
Classifierr makes use of an external 
classificationn library. 

Tablee 3.1 
Agentss involved in the experiment and the implementation of their competences. The activities are notated as "transform 
job"("input")) —̂  "output", where "—>" means produces. 

3.5.11 Direct Supervision 

Inn order to describe the outcomes of the experiment using Direct Supervision, we discuss the 
dynamicss of the Manager within the system. Using the activity log of the Manager, we constructed 
ann inference trace. This trace is described in Table 3.2. The steps are described below. 
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Inn step 0, the roles task and Operators are initialized. Next in step 1, the inference select 
selectss search as first activity, which is used in step 2 to specify activity!. The activity activity! 
instructss the Operator from whom to consume its input roles and to whom to distribute its output 
roles,, after successfully carrying out its activities. In this case, the Operators have to consume 
andd distribute their roles from and to the Manager. Next, the activity is assigned to the Operator 
Searcherr in the form of instructions. When Searcher has completed its activity, it reports to the 
Managerr in step 4. From there the Manager supervises Obtainer in the steps 4-8 and the Manager 
supervisess Classifier in steps 9-12. 

StepStep Inference Roles 
0 0 

1 1 
2 2 

3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

7 7 
8 8 
9 9 
10 0 

11 1 
12 2 

init t 

selectt sub-task 
specifyy activity 

assignn activity 
updatee current-object 
selectt sub-task 
specifyy activity 

assignn activity 
updatee current-object 
selectt sub-task 
specifyy activity 

assignn activity y 
updatee current-object 

Systemm task = {  search, obtain, classify } 
Operatorss = {  searcher, obtainer, classier } 
sub-taskk 1 = search(query) —• candidate 
activityy 1 = { consumeFrom(Manager), search(query), 
distributeTo(Manager)} } 
instructionss = { activity 1, Operator(searcher) } 
cunent-object=candidate e 
sub-task22 = obtain(candidate) —• resource 
activity22 = { consumeFrom(Manager), obtain(candidate), 
distributeTo(Manager)} } 
instructionss = { activity2, Operator(obtainer) } 
current-object=resource e 
sub-task33 = classify(resource) —• genre 
activity33 = { consumeFrom(Manager), classify(resource), 
distributeTo(Manager)} } 
instructionss = { activity3, Operatorfclassifier) } 
current-object=genre e 

Tablee 3.2 
Partt of the interference trace of the Manager when applying Direct Supervision. 

Forr every step in the task, the Manager has to send a direct order (i.e. send a message) to an 
Operator.. The Operator reports (i.e. sending a message) directly to the Manager. Therefore there 
aree two messages involved for every step. This regime does not change when the number of runs 
increases.. The formula to determine the number of messages exchanged between Manager and 
Operatorss is given in Table 3.4. 

3.5.22 Standardization of Work 

Usingg standardization, the inference starts with an initialization of the roles task and Operators in 
stepp 0 (see Table 3.3). Next in step 1, the inference select selects search as the first activity which 
iss used in step 2 to determine the collaborations. In this case, interdependencies for the activity 
selectselect are getting the input role query and givingg the output role to the activity obtain. Given these 
twoo interdependencies, the Manager specifies a procedure that contains one activity that tells the 
Operatorr to consume its input from the Manager, apply the activity search and distribute its output 
too Obtainer. Then the Manager assigns the procedure to the Operator Searcher. In steps 5-8 the 
Managerr instructs the Operator Obtainer. The Operator Classifier is instructed through steps 9-12. 
Thee resulting collaboration patterns are illustrated in Figure 3.11. Details on the outcome of this 
experimentt can be found in Figure 3.17. 

Thee formula to determine the number of messages exchanged between Manager and Operators 
iss given in Table 3.4. The Manager instructs the Operators involved by sending one individual 
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StepStep Inference Roles 
0 0 

1 1 
2 2 

3 3 

4 4 
5 5 
6 6 

7 7 

8 8 
9 9 
10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

init t 

selectt sub-task 
abstractt interdependency 

specifyy procedure 

assignn procedure 
selectt sub-task 
abstractt interdependency 

specifyy procedure 

assignn procedure 
selectt sub-task 
abstractt interdependency 

specifyy procedure 

assignn procedure 

Systemm task = {  search, obtain, classify } 
Operatorss = {  searcher, obtainer, classifier } 
sub-taskk 1 = search(query) -• candidate 
collaborationOO = { query, sub-task(search) } 
collaborationn 1 = { sub-task(search), sub-task(obtain) } 
proceduree 1 = { consumeFrom(Manager), sub-task(search), 
distributeTo(obtainer)} } 
instructionss = { procedure 1, Operator(searcher) } 
sub-task22 = obtain(candidate) —• resource 
collaborationn = { sub-task(search), sub-task(obtain)} 
collaboration33 = { sub-task(obtain), sub-task(classify)} 
procedure22 = { consumeFrom(searcher), sub-task(obtain), 
distributeTo(classifier)} } 
instructionss = { procedure2, Operator(obtainer) } 
sub-task33 = classify(resource) -+ genre 
collaboration44 = { sub-task(obtain), 
sub-task(( classify) } 
collaboration5={{ sub-task(classify), genre } 
procedure33 = { consumeFrom(obtainer), sub-task(classify), 
distributeTo(Manager)} } 
instructionss = { procedure3, Operator(classifier) } 

Tablee 33 
Partt of the interference trace of the Manager agent when applying Standardization of Work. 

messagee to them, i.e. s messages, where s is the the number of steps (i.e subtasks) in the task. For 
everyy task, the Manager and Operators need s + 1 message: 1 message for Manager to the first 
Operatorr (i.e. the first step in the task), s — 1 messages for transactions between s Operators and 
11 message for the last Operator (i.e. the last step in the task) to the Manager. The instruction has 
too be done once independently of the number of runs. 

3.5.33 Mutual Adjustment 

Ass illustrated in Figure 3.14 the agents send input roles to every known agent. The Requester 
sendss the input role query to the agents Searcher, Obtainer and Classifier. The agent Searcher 
cann match this input role to one of its activity in the agent's competence. Searcher performs the 
activityy and sends its output-object to the agents Manager, Obtainer and Classifier. From there, 
Obtainerr performs its activities and distributes the result to the other agents. Finally, Classifier 
performss its activity and after distribution, the Requester recognizes the output-object as solution 
too his problem. 

Thee formula to determine the number of messages exchanged between Manager and Operators 
iss given in Table 3.4. A "Mutual Adjustment" starts from the Requester sending a — 1 messages 
too all known agents, where a is the number of available agents. When an Operator processes a 
receivedd message, it sends a — 1 messages to all known agents, including the Requester. This 
processs repeats s times, until the Requester has received the solution to its request. 
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3.5.44 Evaluation 

Thee experiments were run on two Linux machines (gollem and gaper) using four FIPA-compliant 
agentt platforms5. Every machine was equipped with two agent platforms each inhabited by one 
agent.. The agents Manager and Obtainer were located on gaper. The agents Searcher and Classi-
fierfier were located on gollem. 

Thee FIPA-HTTP message transport protocol was used for message transport [FIPA, 2002d]. 
Thiss protocol was chosen, because this protocol expensive and could lead to a communication 
overheadd of the agents. 

3.5.4.11 Results 

Inn order to measure the efficiency of the strategies, we examined the number of messages sent in 
orderr to determine the costs of communication and the process time. The Manager calculated the 
processs time6 needed to perform one execution run. Table 3.4 lists a quantified comparison of the 
threee coordination strategies. 

StrategyStrategy Number of messages Process Time 
Directt Supervision 
Standardizationn of Work 
Mutuall  Adjustment 

mm = 2qs 
mm = s + (s + l)q 
mm = qs(a — 1) 

1786«« + 141 
369gg + 451 
536gg + 7832 

Tablee 3.4 
Quantitativee analysis of the three coordination strategies. The "number of messages" formulas are determined by 
countingg the number of interactions in the collaboration diagrams in Sections 3.3.1.3 (p.45), 3.3.2.3 (p.50) and 3.3.3.2 
(p.53).. The "process time" formulas are determined by doing a regression analysis on the data gathered by the manager, 
ass displayed in Fig. 3.17 The variable m represents the number of messages, s the number of steps in the task, q the 
numberr of queries (or runs) and a is die number of agents (i.e. number of Operators plus the requesting agent). 

Bothh the communication weight as the process time show a linearr relation7 with the number of 
queries,, see Figure 3.17. Due to a good network connection, the costs of communication transport 
cann be discarded, in contrast to the costs of processing communication by the agents, which could 
leadd to communication overhead. However, no (exponential) communication overhead has oc-
curred.. A possible reason for the fluctuating results of Standardization of Work (SW) and Mutual 
Adjustmentt (MA) is interfering network traffic, such as Internet traffic, backup mechanisms and 
otherr experiments. 

Whenn looking at the process time, Standardization of Work appears to be the most efficient. 
Thee reason for this is that there is no superfluous communication. Moreover, the agents can process 
objectss in parallel8, thanks to a buffering mechanism. This means that the agents can add incoming 
messagess onto a stack and process these one by one in the agent's own tempo. This is also the 
casee in Mutual Adjustment. Direct Supervision cannot process objects in parallel, because in the 
givenn method, the Manager has to process all the objects one by one. 

55 See http://gaper.swi.psy.uva.nl for more details onn the gaper platform. 
^ ee Manager agent used the system time to calculate the process time needed to perform tasks. The time provided 

too the Manager agent was dependent of the operating system, the agents were running on. 
7Thee correlation coefficients of the three datasets are 0.998899 for "Direct Supervision", 0.639743 for "Standard-

izationn of Work" and 0.868646 for "Mutual Adjustment". 
8Parallell  processing in the sense that agents do not need to wait for each other. The agent still reasons in a sequential 

matter.. The agent implementation does not take into account multi processors. 

http://gaper.swi.psy.uva.nl
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Comparisonn of Coordination strategies 
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Figuree 3.17 
Resultss from three mini experiments comparing 1 to 100 queries against process time. The dashed line represents 
Directt Supervision(DS) combined with a line (DS fit) that represents the fit  function for process time (see Table 3.4), 
thee straight line represents Standardization of Work (SW) combined with its fit  function (SW fit) and the dashed line 
withh the "plus" symbol represents Mutual Adjustment (MA) combined its fit  function (MA fit). The formulas for the fit 
functionss for process time are given in Table 3.4. 

Inn Section 5.6, we discuss the application of "Standardization of Work" in a case study on 
classificationn of conference submissions. The operationalization of the "Direct Supervision" and 
"Standardizationn of Work" are discussed in the Sections 5.5.2.3 and 5.5.2.2. 

3.5.4.22 Comparison 

Thee results presented above give indicators of the performance of the system. One could also take 
intoo account the costs of equipping agents with reasoning power and the ability to self-configure. 
Otherr issues are summarized in Table 3.5. 

Thee advantage of "Direct Supervision" is that the Operators are relatively small, because all 
controll  knowledge is maintained by the Manager. This can be preferable when the Operators 
cannott be changed, or when the Operators are not meant to be agents, such as P2P oriented 
(web)services.. Furthermore, the control over the operation is centralized in the Manager. If an 
Operatorss fails to execute its activity, the Manager resolves the problem by locating a replacement 
Operator.. From a maintenance point of view, this can be appealing. 

AA lot of design paradigms and methods are based on centralized control. Probably the first 
generationn agent system, will be based on this strategy. However, centralizing control knowl-
edgee means building one "fat" agent that has to play the Manager role. When a lot of Opera-
torss are involved, the Manager could get too complex or too slow, i.e. the attention span can 

,,,>> DS 
AA / DS Fit 

 SW 
SWW Fit 

MA A 
, / '' MA Fit 
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gett overstressed. Moreover, if this agents fails, because it has to supervise too much Opera-
tors,, the task cannot be performed. The point of having one big agent is also advised against 
inn [Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995]. 

"Standardizationn of Work" has the advantage that it is efficient. This can be explained by the 
factt that the Manager delegates coordination to the Operators by exactly specifying their activities. 
Theree is a clear distinction between the instruction and execution knowledge. The Manager is 
occupiedd with instructions and Operators with execution, as devised in the division of work method 
describedd by Mintzberg [Mintzberg, 1993], see also Section 2.2.3. This means that the Manager 
doess not interfere with execution, because the Manager has delegated the control to the agents. A 
reasonn for this can be that the execution of the Operators is too complex to supervise because many 
objectss have to be transferred. Furthermore, the Manager can choose not to interfere in complex 
negotiations. . 

AA disadvantage is that all the Operators involved need to be equipped with the ability to reason 
aboutt procedures. Not in all situations, the designer has the means to alter existing agents or 
services.. Furthermore, when something goes wrong, it is not clear how the Operators will resolve 
problems. . 

StrategyStrategy Advantages Disadvantages Manager Knowledge 

Directt Supervision 

Standardizationn of Work 

Mutuall  Adjustment 

'Thin'' Operators 
Controll  centralized 

Efficient t 
Controll  in hands of operators 

Emergentt behavior 
Flexible e 
Open n 

Singlee point of failure 
Onee "Fat" agent 
"Slow" " 

"Fat""  operators 
Errorr handling 

Chaos s 
Noo solution guarantee 
Miscommunication n 

Taskk Coordination 
Availablee operators 
Inputt and output objects 
Fail-overr mechanisms 
Taskk Instruction 
Availablee operators 
Standardd situations 

--

Tablee 3.5 
Summaryy of advantages and disadvantages of the three coordination strategies, combined with the knowledge needed 
forr the Manager. 

Fromm an agent perspective, "Mutual Adjustment" is the most interesting strategy, because it 
cann lead to Emergent behavior. Unexpected dynamics can occur, thanks to different behaviors and 
expertise.. The system can be flexible because there is no central control. Furthermore, the number 
off  agents can be dynamic, meaning that agents can enter and leave the system during execution 
time. . 

AA disadvantage is that this strategy cannot guarantee that tasks are solved. In an ideal situation, 
alll  existing agents could be contacted via communication. However, not for all problems agents 
orr services exist. Furthermore, not all agents share the same conceptualization of problem, task, 
objectt and solution. 

Iff  every agent broadcasts objects (and tasks) to all known agents for every problem, a lot of 
thiss communication is purposeless and could lead to network overload. Furthermore, we did not( 
yet)) take into account what happens when multiple agents can solve the problem. The Requester 
couldd compare multiple solutions and choose the one with the highest quality. 

Anotherr way to compare the strategies is to look at the amount and type of knowledge the 
Managerr requires9. As described in Table 3.5 the Manager in "Direct Supervision" needs knowl-
edgee about the process in detail in order to directly instruct the Operators. Combined with this 

9Withh exception to "Mutual Adjustment", where there is no Manager. 
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knowledgee is a method to select the appropriate Operator from a repository of available Opera-
tors.. Furthermore, it has to handle input, intermediate and output objects, which are exchanged 
betweenn the Requester, Operators and the Manager. Besides that, it needs to apply one or more 
fail-overr mechanisms, in case something goes wrong. The Manager in "Standardization of Work", 
onlyy needs to know what Operators are available and the process. Furthermore, it needs to have a 
methodd to construct a Multi-Agent plan, including the allocation of an Operator from a repository 
off  available Operators. 

3.66 Discussion 

Wee presented a knowledge-based approach to model coordination strategies in order to gain in-
sightss in the design of coordination structures in agents systems. We discussed the modeling of 
threee known coordination strategies as problem-solving methods. The semantics for coordinating 
jointt actions was made explicit and sharable by means of a task-method ontology. 

Fromm the three mini experiments we can see the differences between Direct Supervision, Stan-
dardizationn of Work and Mutual Adjustment. Direct Supervision shows a centralized model, i.e. 
alll  coordination knowledge (i.e. strategic and supervision) is concentrated in the Manager. The 
Managerr takes care of managing the relations between activities and Operators. In Standardization 
off  Work we can see a pattern of a decentralized model, where the Manager only plays the role of 
aa strategic planner. Knowledge about coordination is distributed among the Operators. In Mutual 
Adjustmentt there is no division of roles into Operators and Managers. The pattern shows a broad-
castt communication model where every agent tries to communicate with all available agents. The 
patternss looks expensive, however the costs of building a Manager should be subtracted. 

Wee have shown, to some extent, that a knowledge-based approach can represent our inter-
pretationn of concepts and relations of coordination. PSMs were applied to show how agents can 
bee equipped with lines of reasoning for handling coordination. However, the inference structures 
forr the different strategies are still of a provisional nature. More elaborate structures have to be 
defined.. For example, ontologies and PSMs could be specialized on the grounds of the type of 
agents,, environment, task or domain. 

Fromm an agent point of view, the Mutual Adjustment strategy is the most appealing. There is 
noo central coordinator (Manager) and the agents are capable of solving problems for themselves. 
However,, applying this strategy does not guarantee that the agents do so. For example, if an input 
iss distributed (broadcasted) among agents and no agent is capable of performing an activity with 
it,, the problem is not solved. In that case the agent that started the Mutual Adjustment could try to 
modifyy the input-object or choose another coordination strategy 

Anotherr approach could be that the agent that started the Mutual Adjustment would distribute 
ann expected output. Instead of matching their competence based on input-objects, they could use 
thee output-object as reference. When an agent has found a match, the agent needs an input-object. 
Too acquire input-objects, the agent can ask other agents if they can provide these objects. However, 
fromm a traditional software engineering point of view, the engineer and possibly the end-user want 
too have control over the system. 

Wee discussed several considerations for choosing the appropriate strategy to use. One of these 
considerationss is related to the number of agents. For small systems, where there is a limited set 
off  agents, Direct Supervision could be a good candidate, because the Operators do not need to be 
equippedd with additional functions in order to reason on instructions as within Standardization of 
Work.. The advantage and perhaps also the disadvantage of Direct Supervision is that control is 
centralized.. When the number grows, both the attention span of an agent engineer and a Manager 
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agentt can be overstressed. In this case (i.e. larger distributed systems) the other two strategies are 
betterr candidates. 

Whenn a task is repetitive, Direct Supervision seems to be the best candidate. However, if the 
environmentt is dynamic, the instructions of the Manager could not be suitable anymore. When 
Operatorss do not want to agree on having a Manager or the task description is not present, Mutual 
Adjustmentt could be applied. 

Thee costs of building a centralized or decentralized Manager should also be taken into account. 
Inn addition, one should also consider the costs of equipping Operators with reasoning power. From 
thatt perspective, the Manager of Direct Supervision is the most expensive Manager. The agents in 
Mutuall  Adjustment are the most expensive Operators. 

Whenn there are multiple ontologies involved, ontology translation can be allocated to one 
agent,, i.e. the Manager, when applying Direct Supervision. In the other strategies the Operators 
needd to be equipped with ontology translation knowledge. 

Inn Section 5.4 (p.92), we discuss how a number of the coordination strategies ("Direct Super-
vision""  in Section 5.5.2.3 (p.105) and "Standardization of Work" in Section 5.5.2.2 (p.104)) are 
embeddedd into an interoperability framework. 




